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science. Then there are practical difficulties that would never
be	in direct administration, Armed or passive native
ignorance of the country and its people, Metropolitan or
interference—all force the Protectorate into one of two camps—
administration, or complete neglect. The latter solution
is         in that it lives up to the Metropolitan motto of pas d'histoires,
but it is worthless as a form of colonization. Super-posing, without
real	one administrative machine on top of the existing organiza-
only to a nominal occupation. None of the interests,
economic, which inspired the original conquest is satisfied.
Tfae country slumbers on in its traditional Oriental rut, and what
are purely superficial. This form of a Protectorate is
but it permits a multitude of lazy officials and a non-
to do nothing but "respect native traditions*'—
are no longer suited to the people who have evolved through
Western ideas. On the other hand, the usual solution is
the	To exercise a control that is anywhere effective, it
all	the line. Starting with the country's finances,
from top to bottom an inevitable tightening of French
To         its republican conscience^ the Protectorate announces
we only temporarily valid until the natives are
to  be collaborators.  Private  interests  and  Metropolitan
are the reefs on which the idealism of the Protectorate
So	when the natives take the promise of
of the country has bettered the standard of native
bas given an economic drive to native demands. This new
gave reality to the issue, as no amount of
inddbutety over native heads by one set of
do. It was the natives' demands for civil
destroyed the deceptive tissue of the Protectorate,
and	to        the	hypocritical basis on which it rests.
opening^	pushed their way gradually up,
of the colonials who cling passionately
to	to       key	Each step forward has made
tlit	more omiaonsly* and has increased the
C0nv«aieii£ theories are forgotten
m tkm	far	and the government is left trying
to	tbt	m       name of a Protectorate which
hi*	cot	tyut rather upon a desire to avoid it

